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DIFFERENT SLATE 
Reconnection 
We’ve managed to continue along a path designed to connect 
communities while building bridges for easy, longterm access. Think 
of it like a room constructed without doors or windows that we now 
must walk through. Although uncommon approaches may be 
required our goal has been consistent. While some experienced 
leaders traded flip phones for smartphones a few knowledgeable 
experts prefer non standard modes of connection. Twenty Twenty-
One reconnection allows us to tap into both resources while 
supporting efforts to prepare others for existence that relies primarily 
on machine learning and algorithms in a highly entertainment driven 
society. A small population controlling 90 percent of the world isn’t really that hard to understand, when 
enjoyment alone helps determine time priorities for many of us. As more data is generated through routine 
activity, automation of mundane tasks begins to simplify our daily lives. Most of this personalized information 
has only been captured and used during the last 5 years. Everyone has a chance to become a future expert if 
desired.


We chose 12 targets that could be fueling our personal data collection repositories. This reflection process 
allowed us to explore options for correcting problem thinking before inappropriate assumptions could ever be 
adopted as new data driven norms impacting generations to come. Habits are now more powerful than ever. 
AI learned faults aren’t built in, they’re acquired from repetitive human action. Internet searches for "green 
research initiatives" shouldn’t automatically result in race and gendered AI triggers but they can. 
Understanding long term impact should lead to foundational accuracy in personal building. Easier doing 
nothing might be tempting mantra if our visions of the future exclude us altogether. Leaders must continue 
organizing efforts that ensure forward doesn’t equate to “avoidance” as new, unfamiliar opportunities are 
revealed all around us. Our attempts to make competitive advantages available through organized group 
learning experiences have demonstrated success of viable preparation alternatives when scaled. By design, 
willing individuals contribute knowledge, funneled through markets with results that signal opportunity for 
different connection. Playing on the same field is possible when plans are designed with this outcome in mind.

 

Commitments to excellence and leading organizations seem to effortlessly keep the country as one. This year 
we'll move forward with a new class of solution seekers while building bridges to connect with others. We’re 
still growing. Our socializing plan, welcoming meaningful, multi-person exchange, is a ticket to opportunity 
that shouldn’t be passed. Join us for more interesting learning this year. 
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2021 Task- Conversions. The “fewer people are reading” rumor 
might be true for now but everyone shouldn’t follow this trend. 
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Discussion topics include - 


1. Punishment Fear 

2. Guiltless Advantage 

3. Political Power 

4. Human Filters 

5. Bulls & Wizards 

6. Unshared Offense

7. Selective Circling 

8. Intersectional Networking

9. Root Avoidance  


Subscribe for updates! 

PlanAids  methods of connecting, acting, doing, proceeding, and designing, developed to enhance STEM thinking  
leading to better solution through personalized strategy; experience provider supporting objectives with activity and 
mastery demonstration.  

https://nsf.gov/ 
Vision 2030 Report 
*https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/inclusion-journey/learn 
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Will Information access 
ruin everything? 
Selective circling might 
help alleviate real 
knowledge gaps.
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https://www.nsf.gov/nsb/NSBActivities/vision-2030.jsp
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